Joan Zimmerman
November 21, 1995
Subject: Visit to Archives I
1. Kris Wilhelm received the fax I sent her yesterday listing the USSS documents to be postponed as
of November 9, 1995. She had begun to open the documents, i.e. update the list of October 20, 1995.
2. Kris wanted to have her copies of the newly opened (since November 9, 1995) documents back at
Legislative Archives. She did not want to have to recopy HSCA documents that were opened and to
be sent to College Park. We might have them (as opposed to USSS) but we need them to show that
postponed material could be opened.
3. Kris said that the list of threat sheets used by Eileen Dineen for her reports was contained in three
file folders (a total of 413). John Machado told her that the first file folder was open when he
returned HSCA materials to Kris. ARRB received folders 2 and 3 for review from USSS but not
folder 1. There does not seem to be any reason to postpone anything from folders 2 and 3 that is
similar to material contained in folder 1.
4. I obtained additional reports on Vallee that contain the same information as that which USSS wants
to postpone. The status of the reports is not entirely clear. Some are opened by USSS and some are
not. Some of those that contain pertinent information --but are not open per USSS--have not been
presented to ARRB for review.
5. Kris called Steve to discuss some of these problems, and he said he would ask USSS to come to
Legislative Archives to stamp the material OPEN.
6. Kris did not know that USSS had integrated the threat sheets into 14588, the number for all the
Eileen Dineen material. Dineen had used the threat sheets and the protective surveys (now destroyed)
for her reports.

